Abstract. This paper presents a numerical approach to solve the inverse problem of estimating fuzzy viscoelastic constitutive parameters. The direct fuzzy viscoelastic problem is solved by utilizing Scale Boundary Finite Element Method(SBFEM), a temporally adaptive algorithms and the General Transformation Method (GTM). On the basis of the solution of direct problem, the fuzzy estimation can be realized using an inverse fuzzy arithmetic and an evolutionary algorithm of Differential Evolution(DE). Two numerical examples are provide to verify the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
The experiment based estimation of viscoelastic constitutive parameters is fundamental for the viscoelastic analysis, and is an important issue related with many engineering aspects. In the estimation procedure, there are various uncertainties caused by measurements, observation, and modeling etc.. Such uncertainties may result in fault results, and necessitate to take into account.
As a matter of fact, there is a big pool containing a number of literatures related with analytical and numerical analysis for the estimation of viscoelastic constitutive parameters, However, to the best of authors' knowledge, nearly all these literatures are based on the deterministic assumption.
There are mainly three mathematical means to describe the uncertainty, including probabilistic method, interval analysis and fuzzy theory that can account epistemic uncertainties caused by a lack of knowledge or imperfections in the modeling procedure [1] [2] [3] ,and is becoming increasingly popular for the analysis of numerical models that incorporate uncertainty in their description [4] [5] .
In the context of fuzzy analysis, many well documented experimental, numerical and analytical results exist in literature concerned with various aspects, but there seems no any report directly related with the inverse fuzzy viscoelastic problems of parameters estimation.
This paper aims at developing a numerical approach to solve inverse problems of estimating unknown fuzzy constitutive parameters.
VISCOELASTIC CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONSHIP
In this paper, the viscoelastic constitutive relationships is specified by a three-parameter solid viscoelasticity model (see Figure 1 ) in a differential form [6] 
where mm is the number of discrete segments. The decomposition procedure is shown in Figure 2 . X at the j -th level
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In this paper，the inverse solutions are given by DE [10] . 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
For the simplicity, all variables are assumed dimensionless. The DE parameters are set as following: maximum number of iterations is 1000, population size is 50, lower bound of scaling factor is 0.2, upper bound of scaling factor is 0.8, crossover probability is 0.2. Example 1 Considers the three-parameter solid viscoelasticity model(see Figure 1) under a constant loading 0  . In this case, the model material is rock, and the constitutive relationship is defined by Table 1 and Table 2 respectively where LB means left boundary and RB means right boundary. Figure 1 for a square viscoelastic plate subjected to a uniform tension The interval boundary of prescribed and estimated 1 p , 2 p at each membership is shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
